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Abstract—High dynamic range (HDR) environment maps
(EMs) are spherical textures containing HDR pixels used for
illuminating virtual scenes with high realism. Detecting as few
necessary pixels as possible within the EM is important for a
variety of tasks, such as real-time rendering and EM database
management. To address this, we propose a shadow-based al-
gorithm for detecting the most dominant light sources within
an EM. This algorithm takes into account the relative impact
of all other light sources within the upper-hemisphere of the
texture. This is achieved by decomposing an EM into superpixels,
sorting the superpixels from brightest to least, and using `0-
norm minimisation to keep only the necessary superpixels that
maintains the shadow quality of the EM with respect to the just
noticeable difference (JND) principle. We show that our method
improves upon prior methods in detecting as few lights as possible
while still preserving the shadow-casting properties of EMs.

Index Terms—light detection, shadow, high dynamic range,
environment map, lighting

I. INTRODUCTION

Environment maps (EMs) are high dynamic range (HDR)
360° textures that are suitable for storing real-world lighting.
Image-based lighting (IBL) [1] is a rendering process that uses
EMs for lighting a virtual scene. This rendering process is
expensive and is often used for offline applications such as
films. However, real-time applications can adopt IBL with a
few optimisations, such as light detection and pre-convolving
EMs for efficient shading. Of interest to this paper is the light
detection, where the high frequency pixels are converted into
directional light sources for real-time shadow casting. Another
application area is regarding databases of EMs, where EMs
require automatic tagging of their high frequency lighting
properties [2], [3]. A method for detecting bright pixels
within EMs, based on how they cast shadows, is necessary to
accurately represent EMs in real-time rendering and database
management applications.

Previous methods are either not designed for HDR [4], [5]
or do not take into each light’s relative impact to one another
within the hemisphere of the EM [6]. To overcome these
limitations, we design an algorithm that detects an HDR EM’s
most dominant light sources by analysing the illumination
properties of the EM. To do this, we use the shadow-casting
properties of EMs since they are camera independent while
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still being able to capture the illumination effects of bright
light sources. We also use a carefully chosen rendered scene
(cylinder-plane) that takes into account the upper-hemisphere
of the EM, as well as taking into account the relative impact
that each light source has on one another in the EM. In doing
so, this algorithm does not detect all light sources, but instead
detects a concise set of only the brightest light sources. We
use the just noticeable difference (JND) to perceptually inform
our algorithm on which light source have a visually significant
impact on the rendered shadow quality. The end result is an
mask for the EM that indicates which pixels have the most
significant impact on the shadows in the rendered scene.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous work in this area has focused on LDR EMs [4],
[7]. These methods had to work around the problem of differ-
entiating between light sources and reflections within images,
whereas other methods [8] do not differentiate between the
two. This is due to the fact that the LDR image format does
not contain reliable luminance values, and therefore the pixel
intensity values for light sources and reflections are identical.
In order to differentiate between the two, solutions are based
on the textural properties of the image and supervised learning.

A related field is compression and sampling methods. Com-
pression algorithms can reduce an EM into a small number of
coefficients [9]–[11], but the brightest lights are not described
efficiently, since the coefficients will attempt to describe both
high and low frequency properties of the EM. An exception
is that spherical harmonics can be used to obtain a single
dominant light direction [12], [13], however the area (not
just the direction) of the lights is a sought after property in
determining the softness of the illumination effect. Sampling
algorithms sample areas of interest in the EM [14]–[17],
however, these sampling methods aim to oversample areas of
interest rather than provide a clear solution of which pixels
need to be regarded as the most dominant light sources.

We are interested in describing multiple lights within an
EM, as well as describing other properties of a light, such as its
area. Recent work [4], [18] has been able to obtain a mask that
extracts segments of the EM which correspond to light sources.
In this paper, we propose a new light detection algorithm
suitable for HDR EMs, and detect only light sources which
have a meaningful impact on the rendered scene. Furthermore,978-1-7281-8579-8/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE



detecting a smaller number of more important light sources,
suitable for various application areas such as EM database
management and real-time rendering.

III. DOMINANT LIGHT DETECTION

In this section we define what a dominant light is, as well
as the algorithm that detects these dominant light sources.

A. Dominant Light Definition

An EM comprises of pixels each representing directional
light sources. We define dominant light sources are pixels
within the EM that contribute to the specular highlights
and shadows. Both shadows and highlights are illumination
properties that correspond to a light source, of which we opt
to primarily use shadows in our light detection algorithm.
This is motivated by the fact that shadows can be used to
reliably reconstruct the high frequency lighting for varying
eye position or materials [19], as opposed to highlights which
are dependent on them [9]. Specifically, a dominant light in
an EM is a local region of the lighting sphere Ω ⊂ S2 with
the property that the region has a substantial impact on high-
frequency lighting effects in a scene, including highlights and
cast shadows.

B. Dominant Light Detection Algorithm

The shadow information in the EM’s corresponding ren-
dered image is used as an indication of whether or not pixels
in the EM represent a dominant light source which caused the
shadows. We propose an iterative algorithm for determining
whether or not pixels in a EM are dominant light sources.

For a given EM, we render a ground truth image:

I(r) =

∫
Ω

Li(ωi)f(ωi) |cos θ| dωi, (1)

where I is the rendered image given a EM r which computes
the rendering equation. Li is a light sampled from EM r. We
use a top-down orthographic camera of a cylinder on a ground
plane, as shown in Figure 1. The cylinder casts shadows in
each direction, and the ground plane captures the shadow
information. We use a cylinder because it is symmetrical and
casts shadows evenly in each direction. The material property
f is a diffuse Lambertian material for both the cylinder and
ground plane.

From the ground truth rendering, we then extract the shadow
information. To do this, we adopt a differential rendering ap-
proach [20] and compute the difference between the rendered
image of a cylinder on the plane with a rendered image of only
the plane. This in effect is subtracting the diffuse value of the
scene from the image, producing shadow extracted image in
Figure 2:

f(I) = I − Id, (2)

where I is the rendered image and Id is the rendering of the
Lambertian reflectance model with respect to the normal of the
ground plane. The colour of the material is set to white. The

result of this operation is a difference image which contains
all the shadow detail (see Figure 2).

However, there are a lot of shadow details stored in f(I) that
we cannot perceive. Our goal is to minimise the complexity
of a EM by detecting the smallest number of light sources
required to reconstruct the ground truth rendered image. There-
fore, we modify the difference image by removing shadow
information which we cannot perceive. This has an effect on
the optimisation such that we are not fitting the ground truth of
all the shadow detail, but instead, we are fitting shadows that
we can only perceive. This in effect will discriminate against
non-dominant light sources which do not cast shadows in the
perceived shadow region.

We use the just noticeable difference (JND) and Weber’s
Law [21] to determine which shadows are perceivable to the
human eye:

∆Id
Id

= k, (3)

where Id is the diffuse unoccluded intensity value, and ∆Id
is the change in intensity which is perceivable. It is shown that
the ratio between the diffuse light and the perceived additional
light is constant k. Therefore, we use this law to act as a
threshold value to eliminate shadow regions which are not
perceivable to the human visual system. For the human visual
system, k is approximately in the range of 1

12 to 1
100 [22].

Experimentally we found that 1
30 worked well. In practice,

this is a threshold value on the difference image. Therefore,
the JND threshold is k scaled by the diffuse intensity

JND = k · Id, (4)

which we apply to f(I)

g(f(I)) =

{
0, f(I) ≤ JND
f(I), otherwise.

(5)

For brighter or dimmer surfaces, the JND threshold scales
appropriately. See Figure 2 for an example of the rendered
images and the visible difference of the shadow region.

Once the ground truth data is established, we then compute
superpixels using SLIC [23] on the EM we aim to detect
the lights from. We consider each superpixel as a potential
dominant light source. From this set, we need to determine
if the superpixel is a shadow-casting or shadow-altering light
source. We use a variation of an l0 optimisation to obtain the
optimal set. We find the smallest set of superpixels such that
we reconstruct the JND filtered difference image:

min
x

‖x‖0
subject to f(I(Ax)) = g(f(I(b))),

(6)

where A is a matrix where each column is a EM for each
superpixel, b is the rendered image by the unaltered input EM,
and x is a binary activation function of the superpixels in A. l0-
optimisation is NP-hard as there is a large number of combina-
tions in A to approximate b. However, to improve the iterative



Fig. 1: On the left is a top-down orthographic camera of a
cylinder on a plane. This setup is used to obtain a clear view of
the shadow information cast in all directions on the horizontal
plane, and on the right is an example rendering using an EM
as a light source.

Fig. 2: From the left: rendered image, difference image show-
ing shadow detail of the cylinder on the ground plane, and
thresholding to remove shadows not perceivable to the human
eye using Weber’s Law. These show a zoomed in version of
the data that was used.

algorithm, we sort the superpixels in descending order, from
the highest intensity superpixel to the least. From this, we
use a brute-force matching pursuit algorithm and enable each
superpixel sequentially. We compute the difference image of
the rendering at each step of the iteration, and compare it
with the ground truth shadow difference image. The error is
computed using STSIM-2 [24], [25], which is a metric that
corresponds with the human visual system and has shown
good results compared with other perceptual metrics [26]. If
the similarity score improves on the previous iteration, the
current superpixel is kept, if it does not improve, it is rejected.
Because we are discriminating against shadow information
that we cannot perceive using Weber’s Law, we are in effect
discriminating against light sources that casts shadows we
cannot perceive with the human visual system. This has the
desirable effect of omitting light sources in the EM that do
not emit enough radiant intensity to cast perceivable shadows.
There is a free parameter which can be added to the error
to discriminate against superpixels which do not increase the
error, but also do not improve the error by very much. In
practice, we use a small value 0.0001.

Once we iterate through each superpixel, a set of superpixels
are found as the dominant light sources (see Figure 3 for an
example). These are the bare minimum superpixels required
to produce a rendered image with shadow information which

Fig. 3: Our light detection algorithm computes superpixels on
the EM (left) and finds the set of superpixels which contribute
as a dominant light source (right).

looks very similar to rendered image by the original EM. Every
superpixel adjacent to another is combined into a single patch.
Each patch area is considered a dominant light source. It is
possible for multiple dominant light sources to share the same
patch region. To avoid such cases, local maximas are computed
on the light detected EM. Instead of assigning superpixels
to adjacent superpixels, the superpixels are assigned to the
nearest local maxima. To improve the local maxima detection,
the noise is reduced using a Gaussian blur filter. Each feature
for each light source having the azimuth position Flx is set to
the x position of the local maximas. See Section IV for the
results of our dominant light detection algorithm.

IV. EVALUATION

We compared our dominant light detection with that of
Karsch et al. [4] (modified for HDR data), as well as
to naive thresholding. Figure 4 illustrates how our method
detects only the necessary pixels in order to obtain all the
perceivable shadow detail compared to the other methods.
We also conducted a user study where 50 participants were
asked to compare the ground truth rendered image with the
dominant light detected EMs of each method using a 7-point
Likert item similarity scale. See Figure 5 for the results of our
user study, which show that our method maintains high quality
compared with the ground truth while also reducing the the
number of active EM pixels. We can observe that thresholding
also provides high quality results, but this is due to the method
not removing enough unnecessary pixels (i.e. under-detecting).
Our method successfully maintains high quality while also
removing 95.6% pixels from an EM on average.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a light detection algorithm designed
for HDR EMs. The algorithm is designed to detect the most
dominant light sources, to aid in the use of various applications
such as EM database management and real-time rendering.
With this consideration, we carefully designed a rendered
scene that captures the shadows and relative impact of lighting
on the upper hemisphere of the EM. A matching pursuit greedy
algorithm is employed to detect the pixels in the EM that
retains the shadow quality in the rendered scene. Each iteration
in the matching pursuit algorithm requires a rendered scene,
which takes time. We minimised this issue by using a greedy
solver and low resolution renderings. Future work can look
at optimised path tracing algorithms to speed up this up. The
focus of this paper is detecting a mask of pixels. Future work



(a) Ground truth (b) Thresholding T = 1.0 (c) [Karsch14] (d) Our method (e) Thresholding T = 15.0

Fig. 4: Comparison of dominant light detection methods (top row) and their illumination effects in the rendered image (bottom
row). (a) is the ground truth, (b) is naive thresholding (T = 1.0), (c) is Karsch’s method, and (d) is our method. Notice that
the rendered images look similar to the ground truth, yet our method does not detect unnecessary light sources as illustrated in
the yellow dotted region. (e) is thresholding by increasing the threshold (T = 15.0) to remove the unnecessary light sources,
yet this introduces artifacts in the rendered scene (shadow detail is lighter and softer) due to removing necessary light sources.
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Fig. 5: User study results comparing [Karsch14] light detection
(red bars), thresholding (green bars) and our method (blue
bars). The reduced amount of dominant light pixels averaged
across for each EM is 79.3%, 80.1% and 95.6% for each light
detection method respectively. ML are the EMs with multiple
lights, SL has one soft light, and HL has one hard light. Our
approach maintains high quality while also removing the most
pixels.

can also consider transforming the mask of pixels into abstract
light sources (e.g., directional and area light sources) for real-
time rendering. Our solution can directly be used for detecting
the lights in the Illumination Browser [2] for EM database
management. The shadow-based scheme can be considered for
mobile mixed reality applications [27] where shadows are the
only visible information to estimate the lighting properties.
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